
                                                                              
 

Florida Southern College 

Capture the Flag Tournament 

 
GENERAL RULES 

A. Teams will be composed of six members; you must have at least 4 team members present in order to 
start a game. You may have subs, but they may only sub in between rounds. CoRec teams must consist of 
three males and three females. 

B. Games will be played in a best two-out-of-three round format. Each round will be 12-15 minutes, based 
off of the number of teams. 

C. There will be three flags located on each team’s side. Each flag must be visible. There will be a circle with 
a radius of three ft. surrounding each flag. 

a. This circle will serve as a safe zone for members of the attacking team, who may stay there for no 
more than five seconds. 

b. Members of the guarding team may not step inside of the circle surrounding the cones except to 
return the flag. 

D. Safe Zones: there will be safe zones coned out that participants may not be deflagged in.  
E. Camping: If the officials deem that someone is camping too long in a safe zone, they will be given a 

countdown to make a move. 
F. The object of the game is to retrieve all three of your opponent’s flags and return them to the designated 

point, on your team’s side. Once all three flags have been stolen, the round is over. In the event that 
neither team has lost all of their flags, the team who has captured the most flags wins.  

G. Defender Line: There will be a line on each side separating the backfield where the flags are held on each 
side. Only two defenders are allowed to be in this area, unless there is an attacker within the area. Once 
the attacker is gone or deflagged, the extra defenders must leave the area. 

H. JAIL: If a participant is caught (has their flag belt removed) on the opposing team’s side, the person caught 
must be escorted to jail. Participants in jail can only be rescued by a member of their own team and after 
being rescued, the participant must walk hand in hand with their rescuer until back on their side. 

a. The rescued person can attempt to recapture a flag only after their rescue has been completed. 
b. Only one person can be rescued at a time. 
c. Once rescued, neither the rescuer nor the player being rescued can have their flag belt pulled. 

They must both walk safely to their side of the field, and then are back in play. 
I. The playing field will be marked off using cones. If any player steps out of bounds, they will be escorted to 

the opposing team’s jail. 
J. Players may only sub-in between rounds. 

 
CAPTURING THE FLAG  

A. Once a player has captured a flag from the opposing team, the flag must remain visible at all times as the 
participant carries it back to their side. 

B. If the player is caught while transporting the flag, they must drop the flag and the defending team can 
return it to its safe zone.  

C. Players may not throw the flag to teammates; however players may hand the flag off to teammates if 
both players have a hand on the flag at the same time. 

 
SCORING 

A. Once a flag is captured and carried safely across the center line to the attacking team’s side, the team is 
awarded one point. 

B. If a team sends everyone from the opposing team to jail, that team wins the round. 
C. If both teams have captured the same number of flags at the end of the round, the next score wins. 
D. If a third round must be played, it will be a five minute sudden-death round, meaning the first team to 

retrieve an opponent’s flag will win the match. 


